A hypothetical anti-neoplastic mechanism associated to reserve cells.
Reserve-stem cells, the permanent cells of body tissues, are thought to be the progenitor cells of cancer. This concept originates from the assumption that accumulation of somatic mutations necessary for malignant transformation can only take place in cellular targets with a prolonged life span. The progeny of reserve cells entering the differentiative pathway would be protected from potential critical mutations happening later than the reserve cell stage by normal cell population replacement unless possible targets would escape the replacement process by further mutations extending the cell's life span, impairment of physiological apoptosis. The existence of a mechanism for maintenance of genetic integrity in stem/reserve cells has previously been proposed. This mechanism differs from already identified DNA repair systems and, potentially, could prevent malignant transformation at the reserve cell stage, counteracting the expected high propensity of stem/reserve cells to neoplastic proliferation. Here, we show some histopathological observations suggesting that an anti-cancer mechanism might be associated to reserve/stem cells and that it could be responsible for huge differences in cancer incidence between closely related body sites. Furthermore, primary impairment of this protective mechanism might characterize the oncogenic pathway responsible for tumors of primitive cells. Several features of the histopathological observations presented lead us to propose that the underlying molecular mechanism may involve the telomere complex.